The superstructure determination of displacive distortions via symmetry-mode analysis.
For any crystal structure that can be viewed as a low-symmetry distortion of some higher-symmetry parent structure, one can represent the details of the distorted structure in terms of symmetry-adapted distortion modes of the parent structure rather than the traditional list of atomic xyz coordinates. Because most symmetry modes tend to be inactive, and only a relatively small number of mode amplitudes are dominant in producing the observed distortion, symmetry-mode analysis can greatly simplify the determination of a displacively distorted structure from powder diffraction data. This is an important capability when peak splittings are small, superlattice intensities are weak or systematic absences fail to distinguish between candidate symmetries. Here, the symmetry-mode basis is treated as a binary (on/off) parameter set that spans the space of all possible P1 symmetry distortions within the experimentally determined supercell. Using the average R(wp) over repeated local minimizations from random starting points as a cost function for a given mode set, global search strategies are employed to identify the active modes of the distortion. This procedure automatically yields the amplitudes of the active modes and the associated atomic coordinates. The active modes are then used to detect the space-group symmetry of the distorted phase (i.e. the type and location of each of the parent symmetry elements that remain within the distorted supercell). Once a handful of active modes are identified, traditional refinement methods readily yield their amplitudes and the resulting atomic coordinates. A final symmetry-mode refinement is then performed in the correct space-group symmetry to improve the sensitivity to any secondary modes present.